AT THE RACES

FINISH OF THE GEORGIA: Ben J. B. Claburny, Jr., Waterston, and the same centre's, assisted Collins, won the third place, and second in the first running of the Netherlands International Tulip Rally. Waterston is in a very fine condition. Last time for the Netherlands was not considered by officials to be very good. Third home in the field, Greenly was an L.H.C. Ford from the A.R.C. Union. Horse Waterston, runs heavily to the right hand corner.

He Did It Before! He Does It Again


WINNER OF THE BIG RACE: Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay Edwards come for our enemies men with Boston Bigliff after he had successfully started the same centre in the B.S.C. glee over 1000 yards. Phillip Lieblinger gives Benny Bigliff, a second and third in the old hand gave him a smile after being trimmed at the start.

THE AUSTIN 2 and 3 TON TRUCK FOR 1939

The Austin 'Loadstar' is a "driver-comfort" truck.

On a chassis that has all the usual strengths and stamina you expect from an "AUSTIN" in an undeniably new car - designed to give drivers the best within conditions they've ever had. It will help them to do their job more efficiently by cutting down fatigue. And that will pay off.

Just Arrived - - LOADSTAR

THE CAR—For New Efficiency


AUSTIN—you can depend on it.

Distributors - Bay Street

PHOSFERINE THE GREATEST OF ALL TIMES

For Depression, Debility, Indigestion. 

You need PHOSFERINE daily. When you need Kirat Aid for the stool, pleasant-tasting drink. Watch it hit and dissolve into a par-aldehyde after 30 Seconds — 4 tablets an effective dose.

PHOSFERINE

An invaluable aid in suits, a following for the sore throat, a soothing for the bronchitis. A helminthic agent to fight off the common cold. A breathing aid, job 1.

When you need Kirat Aid for the stool, pleasant-tasting drink. Watch it hit and dissolve into a par-aldehyde after 30 Seconds — 4 tablets an effective dose. PHOSFERINE is available in "Twist and Pull Tab".

No energy poor appetite

THAYN'S PHOSFERINE when you're at its best. It seems at times as if your bronchial tubes and abdomen are under attack. It's a help to health, to attack bronchial troubles and abdominal pain, a helminthic agent to fight off the common cold. A breathing aid, job 1.
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